'Stuffed' Ballot Box Approved, Says Slogan Contest Chairman

By George Golden

"This is one place where you can stuff your ballot box," said Joe B. Young, student body president. "There are no limits to direct appeals to the electors."

Young said that students will be asked to vote for their favorite slogan in a contest sponsored by the student body. The contest will be open to all students until April 30.

The winning slogan will be announced on May 1, and the winner will receive a prize.

The Rules

1. No student may cast more than one ballot.
2. Ballots must be turned in at the information counter before 5 p.m.
3. The winner will be announced on May 1.

First Math Major Listed as Missing

A first math major has been listed as missing. The student, who was last seen at the campus library, has not been heard from since yesterday afternoon.

The student is described as a tall, thin young man with dark hair. He was wearing a blue shirt and khaki pants.

Coals To Newcastle?

Patrolman Wins Motorcycle; Everything On Up And Up

By Don Johnson

Amazed by the insatiability of the Motorcycle Patrol, the Poly Police force body shop was turned into a fabrication shop last Thursday as the Patrolmen worked on anew motorcycle.

The motorcycle was donated by a local manufacturer and will be used by the Patrolmen for their daily assignments.

"This is the best motorcycle we've ever had," said Patrolman Tom Berlin. "It's fast and easy to handle."

Salvation Army's 75th Anniversary

By Fred Langhorst

The Salvation Army's 75th anniversary was celebrated yesterday with a special service at the Salvation Army Hall.

The service was attended by many members of the Poly community, including the Poly faculty and administration.

"The Salvation Army has been a vital part of our community for 75 years," said the Rev. John Smith, pastor of the Poly Church.

"We are grateful for their service and will continue to support their work in the future."
Architect Student Designs Yarn, Insists It's True

By Ken Wilson

Some men spit fish stories, some spit was-paper. But one is more
than a smattering fast. Sometimes... something on your hands.

Leonard Ingle, architectural ma-
ner, is one of those men. He tells this story.

Ingle was just another dill radiate, driving the Nasco
bump on a CSU when the ta
took over. But he managed to

During the four-week time the
two often went swimming in the warm
waters of the bay. In the
Bay of Bengal, the water—"end this

Thinking one of his buddies
who was playing, Ingle used his left

At first Len thought it was a

shark, one with no hands, but

shark has "Finn"

What happened next isn't too
clear, says Leonard. "I discovered

At the hospital they discovered the car

There isn't really much differ

differences between people

They're not hiding from the

But you can't beat the local

Paul Dougherty, chairman, was not

Dr. Frederick Ersig's advanced

This is done to provide students

John Elmo Dunn, Jr., live month

"Many plant diseases, as well as

They're not hiding from the

Five-day fruit production at

Wants White Clothes

Clean at the

Hotel Drug Store

Agents for:

Hotel Drug Store

Agents for:

Lunch Stand

6.95

965 Higuera St. [Next to Safeway Store]

ardi -Butterball -Cheddar - Swiss

Hot Dogs - Bar-B-Que Sauce and all the Trimmin's

Try these delicious hot dogs and hamburgers today!

5.95

Plee-Zing

Pleasant Valley, CA 95911

PLIEZING

FOLDING STEEL GOLF CART

FOLDING STEEL GOLF CART

A welcome gift for your favorite golfer!

俭, green dye-enameled deal cart holds

119.95

Bar-V-Q Sauce and all the Trimmin's

PLIE- ZING

LOOKS LIKE A CAR, FOLDs LIKE A TRACTOR!

3% at local Iowa
Crops Men Journey To Carrissa Plains

Carrissa Plains area was scene of the first farm student demonstration project Paul Strother, crops department head.

On the day's schedule were visits to the E. C. living ( implement company, San Luis county agricultural company, P. C. Robles; Bob Alley, mer crops student under Dough- thompson, backyard. All who went to Morro for the holiday. Fourteen persons occupied the tallyho and three boys rode their bicycles. Very few had ever seen Morro Rock, and the ocean. A couple of hours were spent and the whole party spent around the bay to the rock. Many of them climbed the top. Some pictures were taken and a ride some when among the school students there may be a picture of this tallies with every word and all the fun of the day. There were also a break for lunch or bugle which was part of the equipment.

Real service was one of the early day problems. This service was performed daily by Herbert Carr, now on his own.

The first shop was designed and immediately began equipping the car. The only tools used were the few that had been brought from home. The first machine used was a horse and buggy whenever he or his wife required transportation to and from town. This was available for all students blowing the old horn for a ride.

Mootings, said Leonard, will be held in the school library. A fl p.m. meeting with college officials in charge of the annual Dime drive will conclude the session, said Leonard. Regional vice-presidents expect the goal to be met.

As Your long time Friends, we are providing this space to urge EACH OF YOU to give generously, unselfishly to the March of Dimes.

Your MARCH of Dimes money at work

Give Today! Drop your contributions in one of the iron lungs conveniently located around the campus at El Corral and the Book Store, Poultry and Milk Sales Co. Publications and A.S.B. Offices, "Gus Beck's Office (Adm.) the Switchboard or give your contribution to any member of Gamma Pi Delta.

IS THERE ONE AMONG US WHO REALLY CANNOT SPARE 50C.

As Your long time Friends, we are providing this space to urge EACH OF YOU to give generously, unselfishly to the March of Dimes.

TIP TOP CAFE
BENO'S
O.K. RUBBER FIELDS
PEERLESS BAKERY
BOB WALKER

DO YOUR PART TO HELP THOSE STRUCK BY POLIO - GIVE TODAY!
Poly Views

By Billie Lepeo

"New faces have been appearing in Poly lately. Pat Welch, trailer 230, received greetings from Dulse in the form of an "Invitation" to come back into the Navy. Neighbors were sorry to see him go, but it was for his own good. Several other friends werefairly transmitter as they have the "will-be-transmitting-into-the-future" syndrome. This, of course, is due to the millionaires who are interested in their friends in Poly.

In case you're wondering what the difference is between Poly and the Sierra, well, the answer is simple. Poly is the home of the millionaires, while the Sierra is the home of the millionaires' friends. However, both places are equally desirable for their lovely scenery and the fresh air.

We noticed quite a few Poly Viewers at the "Stagecoach" Saturday night. Hope everyone had as good a time as we did.

Here's a tip on your way helping you with your "Poly Royal Shako!" Hint:"WVEYER, what do you think of having crude at Cal Poly? If you would like to express your opinion, write "Cal Poly Box 1117."

As We See It—

By N.R.B.

Former student Leon McAdam's, Lowry Air Force base, Denver, Colo., wrote saying that when he applied for OCS-the Air Force officer couldn't find Poly on the list of accredited colleges. Actually, he was using an outdated list, for Poly was granted full, unrestricted accreditation as a four-year college by the Northwest Association of Secondary and Higher Education on Dec. 11, 1948. Just remember this and you won't be penalized.

Weekly Postponement and deferment are used in last week's dean of local board for all full-time students. Deferment may be granted by local board by issuing a 2-A classification to students whose answers to draft questions, the following may help:

1. Students whose standing placed them in the upper half of their class.
2. Students whose standing in the bottom half of their class.
3. Students who are in good standing in the course of study.
4. Students who have been recommended by their instructors.
5. Students who have been recommended by their parents.
6. Students who have been recommended by the dean of the college.

"Oh, alright! We'll flip for the pretty one!"

The Downbeat

By Art Gandey

The column last week found only one man in disagreement with this newspaper's editor about the film "Stagecoach." This was the trumpeter of the College Band, who thought the trumpet part all the time, so they switched off on the last note of every number. The point of the story is to be labeled "lead trumpets," tag, modfed. Randy Reed, second cornet, was labeled "the take-off." This is a practice a few nights ago, two of the orchestra's seconds were called "Fake Away Trumpet and Second Trombone." Somewhere else they're called "fake." Needless to say, the band was treated to a fine concert and the music was well-received, by joining the 1957 March of Dimes now.
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FFA Sponsors Program

M. K. Fleming, ag teacher and advisor of the Poly FFA chapter, reported that the Poly FFA chapter was appointed by President Eisenhower to work with the FFA in preparation for the National FFA Week, Feb. 17-24.

The purpose of the program will be to "stimulate the FFA toward Measuring the Present World Economy." George Cooper, assistant supervisor of agriculture education, was guest speaker. "General Overall Measuring the Present World Economy," he explained, "is a program of FFA." Students were appointed by the president of the Poly FFA chapter to work with the FFA Sponsors Program.

The meeting was held in the library of the Poly FFA chapter. Coffee and donuts were served. Following the meeting, a movie was shown and a small ranch in Arroyo Grande, operated an ice-pulling machine for an Oceano ice company and drove a bus for the local. Try, at the Oceano plant, the ranch job in a field of long grass at the low point. The current quarter finds him with a third job again, station attendant for a service station in Marysville. Del learned the basic way to accomplish a desired end.

Don’t Need Money

"One don’t need money to trans­plant grapes, grow crops, or sell live stock. One can do it all within the limits of one's budget," says Del Hollanbeck, dairy manufacturing student. "I wish we could give demon­stration time to accomplish a desired end."

Poly Sands Delegates

Bob McCauley and Bill Green of the Poly chapter of Alpha Phi Omega attended the national convention of the fraternity in Decatur, Ill., over Christmas va­cation.

McCauley and Green left by train on Dec. 24 and returned Jan. 3. National officers of Alpha Phi Omega are based in Kansas City, Mo.

TAS Hear Zant

At the Contra Costa Refrigeration corporation, spoke at the Poly club meeting, was John Zant, from Copeland Business College in Eureka. The meeting was held in the library of the Poly FFA chapter.

Brown Now Maintenance Chief

Howard Brown, maintenance shop foreman, was recently appointed maintenance supervisor in addition to his regular duties. Brown was formerly employed by the dairy manufacturing student and was forced to give up his job. Brown now holds the position of Poly's Technical Aid of the community, and will be the regular meeting of Poly's Technical Aid of the community, Jan. 11.

A short business meeting fol­lowed.
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**SPORTS CORNER**

**By Bob Hardy**

**Wings Over Milne**

Ed was a Navy man but here he was making dive bombing runs in a B-24. A heavy craft to be handling like it was a Maytag interferometer. However, Jerry knew in the back of his mind that the Army pilot had flown enough missions to draw a leave. So the sky was the limit, let her rip.

**Soaring Over the Foothills**
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Mustangs Play Bulldog Five On Fresno Court

After a convincing win over the Santa Barbara Gauchos, Fresno Mustangs could turn the page to tonight. Thus far this season five straight conference games. The Bulldogs dropped it all in the home court. Up in the league, Poly was beaten, 83-2. Fresno - Lausd

Records show that Mustangs expe - haves a three-wi"four lost sept. against Fresno, Cal Poly posted his first in the first season when they claimed thebuilding.

Two members of this year's Bulldog squad are hardwood freaks. They are Matt Garcia and guard Tim Darrow. Both Darrow and Garcia are expected to start at the ending of season. Their record to date would care sign for the Mustangs. Both Darrow and Garcia are transfer from Compu -

---

Something NEW For S.L.O.

Something NEW For Cal Poly
BLACK and WHITE TAXI SERVICE
DAY OR NIGHT

RATES

CAMPUS (up to 3 passengers)......... $ .75
CAMP (up to 6 passengers)...... $ 1.50
and 25c additional per person

ANDERSON HOTEL

---

Frank Kerker... Indiana's gift to Mustang cage hopes contin - to play a good game of basketball.
Middle Ages Prove Responsible
For Worries Of Modern Student

By Arthur Vane

Stated curricula, routine training, examinations, degrees, gown and degree—when the name of Caesar did not command, the professors' word was law! The situation at the French universities first began to take definite shape when the cathedral school of Notre Dame in Paris to attend this Institution. Thousand* of students posted into the loft bank of the river, was at the other extreme.

Then, as today, the largest part of student correspondence was taken with readiness for money. This idea that book talks to us, a delightful request from a scholar of Oriental minds. "Watch over your book, it is your friend." The library was his friend. At the lecture, at the library, with the books, was at the university of Rome, where it originated the famous Latin gowns are the attire of students in modern universities. These ideas have traveled 800 years up the path of time.

In Italy, students had the liberty to the end of the hour, and the lecturer was obliged to cover ground to insure his return. If he failed to give the lecturer his word was at four or five p.m., and if he desired to leave the next bell, he was fined a regular lecture, he was fined a dollar, which could not secure five minutes of work. A professor might not be able to finish a lecture in the allotted time. He would have his first msal, then a second lecture. Supplementary instruction or postpone a discussion... Aftsr the first lecture, the school moved to the tavern, at the baker's, with the barber, to ease my debts contracted during my student days. Quo vadis, you? These ideas have been transmitted, in a modified form, to universities of the world.

In the earliest statutes (1517) we read: "A professor might not be absent without leave, even a single day, and if he desired to leave the book he had to make a definite request to the dean. He could not be an audience of fire for the last bell. He was not allowed to add a scholar to the lecture, or the fraternity, or the committee, or the society. At the end of the hour, the student would have to be in the lecture. He learned that there was no easy matter to get a doctor's degree. At Paris the requirement for a doctor of theology was 14 years elapsed, the candidate had to defend his thesis publicly for 10 or 11 a.m. Than came recitation, then a second lecture. Super- was at first or five p.m. The value of the university degree was that it gave its owner the right to teach. The bachelor's degree was considered unimportant, with emphasis placed on the master's and doctor's degrees. It was no easy matter to get a doctorate from a medieval university. Thereby hangs a tale.

According to Wilneroth, an announcement was made at El Corral supply room. "Thereby hangs a tale."

 advantageous for students who required it. For use in the student clubs, El Club and Penquins are planned in the near future, according to Wilneroth. Announcements of these will be made in an early issue of El Mustang.